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Bespoke Specialist Solutions:
Intruder Alarm Systems
CCTV Systems
Covert CCTV Systems
ANPR
Thermal Imaging
Remote CCTV monitoring
Access Control
Gates & Barrier Systems
KEYprotect Keyholder facility
24hr Monitoring
Fire Services
Temporary Rental SITEprotect CCTV packages
On-going maintenance of all disciplines

INTRUDER ALARM
SYSTEMS

INTRUDER ALARM
MONITORING 24/7

Fisher Security is an
NSI (National Security
Inspectorate) Gold
Approved Intruder
Alarm installer.

All our alarm systems
are capable of intruder
alarm monitoring.

Recognised as a leading
provider within the industry
we have in house expertise
to provide a bespoke security
package to meet your needs.
Our intruder alarms adhere
to the latest regulations, and
can be fitted as audible only or
on a fully monitored basis.
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Monitored alarms are watched
around the clock at our alarm
receiving centre, so should your
alarm activate whilst you are
away from home your nominated
keyholders will be contacted.
Monitoring can be a single path
solution over the telephone line,
to Dualpath monitoring options
such as Dualcom & Emizon

CCTV SYSTEMS
Keeping ahead of
competition & always
trialing the latest
available technology.
Be it a single analogue pan tilt
zoom camera, to a multi-site IP
Cloud based system, our CCTV
team have the expertise to
provide a solution that exceeds
expectations and provides complete
piece of mind at all times.

COVERT CCTV
SYSTEMS
Available on a monthly rental
basis or as a standard outright
sale, we have many success
stories with our covert solutions
and can provide results that leave
our customers astounded.

REMOTE CCTV
MONITORING &
GATE AUTOMATION
Our in house CCTV
control centre provides
an unrivalled service
for our customers.
Our highly trained SIA licensed
CCTV operatives work attentively
24/7 365days a year to ensure
your premises are secure at all
times. Using live audio warnings
and in house links to the local
emergency services, you can rest
assured we’re looking out for you.

ACCESS CONTROL
We are able to provide
Access control solutions
to suit your needs.
Using gates, digital keypads,
proximity readers, swipe cards
and biometric solutions the
system can be as simple or as
complicated as you require.
Working in partnership with the
leading Access control providers our
solutions can assist with employee
tracking, payroll & fire roll call to
name but a few. All our installations
work on open protocols to ensure
ongoing viability and true value
for money for our customers.
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GATE & BARRIER
SYSTEMS
If you’re looking for
automated gates/barriers,
Fisher Security offers a
complete bespoke design
and installation service.
Our design team will visit your
premisis and guide you through the
decision-making process, explaining
the relative merits of each of
the options available to you..

KEYPROTECT
KEYHOLDING
SERVICES
Fisher Security Ltd has
SIA approved security
officers available 24 hours
a day to attend to your
premises in response to
any alarm activation which
occurs outside of your
normal working hours.
This saves the need for you or
your staff to attend to an alarm
activation during the night
and eliminates the exposure to
potentially dangerous situations.

FIRE ALARM
SERVICES
Offering comprehensive
fire solutions, we are able
to provide the complete
package; system design,
installation, commissioning,
monitoring and on
going maintenance.
We have engineers specialising
in this discipline to customise
a fire system to suit your
individual requirements.
We are also able to offer Fire
Consultancy Services; providing
fire risk assessments & fire training
from fire safety awarenesss to
practical fire extinguisher courses.
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SITEPROTECT
RENTAL CCTV
PACKAGES
We have a team
dedicated to construction
site security, offering
weekly hired remotely
monitored CCTV systems,
SITEprotect is always
watching and recording.
SITEprotect is a powerful deterrent
which has stopped hundreds of
intruders in their tracks and assisted
the conviction of many others.

MAINTENANCE & 24 HOUR SERVICES
When choosing the optimal security system to
protect your premises, it is crucial to also put
in place an effective maintenance plan.
By taking out a maintenance
contract with Fisher Security you
can ensure your investment is
protected and your system works
effectively when needed.

As a maintenance customer our
24hour advisors will ensure your
out of hour needs are dealt with
by a local service engineer giving
you piece of mind day & night.

Fisher Security has a dedicated
team of service engineers who
are able to maintain and service
your security systems to ensure
your insurance validity remains.

No matter what time you contact
us, you will always get straight
through to an experienced advisor
who can deal with your request
efficiently and effectively.

We offer 3 service level plans:

BRONZE
LEVEL

SILVER
LEVEL
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GOLD
LEVEL

DON’T JUST TAKE
OUR WORD FOR IT..

“You know exactly where you stand
with Fisher Security. They keep you
abreast of all developments, never
make promises they can’t deliver on
and are extremely knowledgeable.
We really can’t fault them
and wouldn’t hesitate to use
them for future projects.”
David Fenner
Head of Security
Ebuyer

“Northern Marine Management
changed from our previous security
service provider to Fisher Security
at the beginning of 2010, and Fisher
Security now provide security
services for all of our office and
storage facilities in both Glasgow
and Aberdeen. This includes security
protection, alarm and monitoring
functions, with full CCTV coverage
and remote centralised 24 hours
per day control room monitoring,
along with immediate active
audible (verbal, case specific)
warning to any suspicious individual
anywhere near our premises.

The technology applied is state-ofthe-art and the service provided is
exemplary in every way. The staff are
very knowledgeable and customer
focused, and during installation
periods the work has been completed
to a very high standard, right down
to everywhere being left clean and
tidy every day with no sign that
any work had been carried out.
This, in our experience, is a level of
service very rarely encountered these
days. Most importantly, we now
have an integrated security system
that we are fully confident with.”
Hugh Ferguson
Managing Director
Northern Marine Management Limited

More re-assurance...

01405 767506

01482 979 064

Fisher Security Hull Ltd., Priory House, Citadel Way, Hull, East Yorkshire, HU9 1TQ

2 miles from the Junction 36 of the M62
Fisher Security Ltd., Britannia Way, Goole, East Yorkshire, DN14 6ES

